Early Learning Policy Lead

Contract position – $2,500/month

Children’s Alliance seeks a contractor to provide policy expertise in early learning to staff (e.g. Executive Director, ELAA Coalition Director, Deputy Director) to inform legislative advocacy and support the Early Learning Action Alliance.

The policy lead will:

- Prepare bill analyses, track related bills and budget items, and coordinate with the ELAA Coalition Director and the Communications Manager to produce relevant communications for the ELAA coalition and for Children’s Alliance membership;

- Serve as a key advisor on early learning policy developments, proposing policy and advocacy actions to Children’s Alliance staff.

We anticipate this to be a part-time contract position of about 10 hours per week to start Dec. 1 or ASAP and end March 30, 2022.

A background in early learning policy is strongly desired.

TO APPLY: Submit letter of interest describing qualifications to jobs@childrensalliance.org.